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I INTRODUCTION 
The Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI), founded
 
ln 1972 by the M'inistry of Education as Its ext~rna1 research corn­
ponent ,s- an-ndependent, autonomous--and government fun-ded icId-. ...... 
tional research and development center. Early In 1973 the Institute 
was authorized bylaw (the Korean Educational Development Institute 
.Act). as a special juridical foundation. The primary miss ion of KEDI 
Is "to undertake comprehensive and systematic reform programs for the 
schools InKorea." 
A major responsibility undertaken by KEDI Is the Elementary-

Middle School Development Project, designed to Introduce Into the
 
elementary and middle schools of the nation more efficient, more
 
effective, and higher quality educational programs. Other responsi­
bilities of KEDI Include formal and non-formal educational programs
 
that %III utilirte broadcasting and correspondence study, a five-year
 
educational development plan for the nation, teacher education, 
Industrial arts - vocational education, population education, and 
national assessment of student achievement. 
Initial efforts Inthis entire array of significant undertakings 
as well as Inother research and development tasks have Involved KEDI 
Ina number of critical areas of concern. Among them are: 
I. Educational goals 
2. Educational policy
 
3. Curriculum development
 
4. flew Instructional systems 
S.5. Learning and Instructional materials 
6. Instructional televislon and radio 
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7. Teacher education (pre-service and in-service)
 
8. Innovation diffusion
 
9. Non-formal education
 
It is clear from these developments that Korea has not only
 
made a significant commitment to education but has been simultaneously
 
involved In the development of major goals for educational improve­
ment and the creation of a means for the achievement of these goals.
 
Of considerable significance is the fact that in a period of
 
approximately two years KEDI has become a major force for educa­
tional change and has developed a mechanism and a thrust that has
 
high potential for a comprehensive reform of education and for a
 
continuing process of development and improvement. It Is not sur­
prising, in the face of the tasks to be undertaken and the remarkable
 
accomplishments already attained, that KEDI has expressed an interest
 
in an analytical case study to be made by an external professional
 
group that will serve to document the origins and early development
 
of KEDI, that will carefully review and analyze the planning and
 
operations of the first two years, and that will over the next several
 
years continue such study and analysis as well as an assessment of
 
progress, working closely with KEDI administration and staff, provid­
ing continuous feedback, and becoming a partner in the comprehensive
 
effort to Improve education in Korea. There is a firm belief that
 
the ultimate report from the study will be useful to KEDI in its
 
contit uing efforts to improve education in Korea and at the same
 
time will be an important mean,, of diseminatinq information con­
cerning KEDI and It-. work that will he helpful to other nations 
concerned with educational reform programs.
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II. INITIAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ANALYTICAL CASE STUDY
 
At the request of USAID/KOREA the writer engaged in preliminary
 
discussions concerning this undertaking with KEDI administration and
 
USAID staff in Korea in August of 1974. In Novemiber of the same year
 
the writer participated in the International Conference on Korean
 
Educational Development Project and gained much additional insight
 
into the nature of KEDI and the comprehensive educational reform
 
programs in which it is involved. At that time an invitation was
 
extended to the writer jointly by KEDI and USAID/KOREA to become
 
involved in the proposed analytical case study and to serve as team
 
leader. The Invitation to participate Ir; this most important and
 
challer.ging project was accepted.
 
In December and January discussions and negotiations were held
 
with AID/Washington concerning the development of a contract to carry
 
out the analytical case study. Because of certain funding limitations
 
it was agreed that two separate contracts would he negotiated, the
 
first for a Prelninary Planning Phase and the second for an Opera­
tional Phase.
 
A contract for the Development of Study Team (Preliminary
 
Planning Phase) was executed. The contract listed the following
 
objecti ye:
 
The Contractor will aisst in developing the 
scope of work for the !)tudy Team, IncludInq the 
select ion ()f vam vicmit mur .ho.r, O i I I undertake, 
the Korean Iducitional [ vi-l opt,-nt Ins.tIttit 
(KEDI) Analytical Case ls;t.tory. 
In addition, 	the contract defined the scope of work as follows:
 
The Contractor will perform the following:
 
1. 	Review the qualifications and evaluate potential
 
candidates for team membership, to include the
 
preparation of CVs for KEDI and USAID consideration.
 
2. 	Develop the scope of work for the study as outlined
 
In TOAID A-036 dated 4/4/74. This shall be accom­
plished in Korea in March 1975 and it is anticipated
 
to require three weeks in Korea.
 
3. 	Secure KEDI and USAID concurrence on nominees.
 
4. 	Upon return to AID/W confer with [A/TECH on speci­
fic Item, concerning the actual formation of the
 
team and the timing of the study.
 
Following the execution of the contract the writer, prior to 
leaving the United States , undertook two ta.ks. One involved the 
preparation of a staterment I for thedrSaliniq with a po.',ible e.Iqn 
analytical case study. Untitled A Prormed bri..g n for an Anilytical 
C4..0 Study L~t K'(01: the %talerflt i.i% Introdei to Srfvc il.5 thrb~ ilsi'. 
for dlscus I(on annd furthrr 1laftlnn) WIth ltoh UJ Al)/FOiA n WIDI 
The second ta.i% di SCu, . nl(,s o1 larir ofInvolve(d 	 ,ith nt;!,rr ct ,prtent 
professiuriolt (14)LCefn1r1.J-' i~i~ 'il rI'(, thr 5U'ki .1% 
ci tler terfn 	 ~ tSu'(fl5j ~t~ . Iervi~i itVt. ilit Pr'n Ifl thr'r 
i t-	 ;I .1)f1I ndI lvi (I I.-	 r r .3 t afittied I i j .t t I Lr I 1 rr ,ift?.fliwa. 	 r 
r 	 r,,'r Ir I de itt1 31 t_.%4;0At-w',L~a .s 1 i Ie~e irit Cff (i 1,I 'iied 
(inl 	 te tit- ( 1 eojr t Jt.1 1 j! ij ft .- V!!f a 
wo r 	 ir f rt irii .11fr I t t; oi5at, -r 1r rt tr* . fiIhls~ 
received was available in such publications as Who's Who in America
 
and Leaders in Education.
 
Once in Korea the writer worked closely with KEDI administration
 
and staff in the development of a design for the analytical 
case study,
 
in the determination of a possible time frame for the stLdy, 
in the
 
identification and selection of potential 
team members and consultants,
 
and In the planning of a strategy for the accomplishment of the total
 
task. 
 At all times there was continued consultation in order to assure
 
general consensus of KEDI, USAID/KOREA, and the contractor on 
the v3rious
 
aspects of the plan a% it was developed.
 
Important to the writer in the accomplishment of the contract
 
requirements and the development of the project design was 
the oppor­
tunity to meet and talk with key administrator, and !staff of KEDI
 
to part icipate in a number of planned 
 vi,,it to schools and other
 
educat Ional in-,t itut ion,. , 
 to ,ieet and confer w* h a number of edu­
caitional leader-,. 
The outcore (If the-,e coope ra tive act Ivities. in YVrr i i , desc rihed 
in !he remainder (f thi, report. Included In the paqe', that follow 
are a ,t,aitt"ent of the purpo.,e, (if the an,,lytical c,-.e study of KFDI, 
the taSlaIc prilncIplr. arid aituv'pt Ions underly inq the developrrtent of the 
design,, tt- or.in t , thr t ire fr.mife for the '.tkudy, ther naiture of 
the "tud ",te i .,n1a mnd*. c')rrrth I rilurutn'oiml Crrt.in ln, iro .,*in 
06lletatr ()f ( .t. .*, 1 (poInel OIf t r<it I tr.l f )n'd consul­
lahni thatt hat 
 heen rev'r..rt hy 1)t th V,101 .ind UAlI/.OIfIA. 
~f I III. THE PURPOSES OF THE ANALYTICAL CASE STUDY 
r 
The analytical case study of KEDI, because of the significant 
role of the Institute in the development and Improvement of educa-
Ion-ln-Korea-Is-obvously-a-matter-of"great-,interestto-many-in­
dividuals and groups within Korea -- the Ministry of Education; the
 
universities and colleges, especially the schools, colleges, and
 
departments of education; the administrators and teachers in the
 
public and private schools throughout the country; the educational
 
community generally; and, of course, the public. Further, AID, be­
cause of Its close relationship with and deep Invoivement InKEDI,
 
has a very special concern for this study which promises not only to
 
document the development of KEDI and assess Its progress but also to
 
provide during the course of the study consultative resources for the
 
continued development of KEDI and Its operations. [Inally, the
 
International community of educators Inboth developed and developing
 
nations looks to a careful and detailed documentation of an extra­
ordinary educational effort which may have Important Implications for
 
all educational reform movements,
 
The following statement of purposes which undergird the analytical
 
case study isbelloved to represent the combined concerns of the groups
 
and Individuals just Identified sne.at the sam time presents a logical
 
basis for the proposed undertaking.
 
1. To document and analyze systematically the 
origin, development, and program of KEDI as 
the major educational research and develop­
ment operation of Korea.
 
2. To study the developmental history and effective­
ness 	of KEDI and the progress that it has
 
achieved In relationship to its Internal
 
purposes and goals and the educational goals
 
of 	the nation.
 
3. 	To provide, during the period of the study,
 
systematic and continuing reports to KEDI con­
cerning activities, findings, and conclusions
 
of 	the team and consul*3nts.
 
4. 	To develop a model for continuous study and
 
assessment of the continuing efforts for educa­
tional reform and improvement by KEDI alone or
 
in cooperation with external groups.
 
5. 	ro provide a document for developed and develop-

Ing nations which will describe KEDI as a possible
 
model for those concerned with educational reform
 
and improvement.
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IV, BACKGROUND FOR DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
 
The design, as described later Inthis report, Isthe product 
~ocoe o oI-n 
-,nvolving -wrtor _andfi c I-o ooperation ,th -KE-DI admin.js 
tration and staff. Inaddition, consultation prior to the visit to 
Korea was held by the writer with Dr. Robert Morgan of Florida State 
University because of his long and deep Involvement Ineducational 
developments inKorea and InKEDI Itself. Other sources of informa­
tIon useful Inthe development of the design came from the Inter­
national Conference on Korean Educational Development Project held
 
inNovember 1974s Inwhich the writer participated. Still other
 
assistance came from KEDI and AID publications. The Initial pre­
lIminary statement prepared inthe United States prior to the visit
 
served as a useful and Important point of reference.
 
There are certain basic requisites that would appear essential
 
to the design of the analytical case study. They Include:
 
.1.	The design must Involve and be applicable to
 
all programs and tasks of KEDI that are related
 
to Its mission, goals, and objectives.
 
2. The design, Inorder to be optimally effective,
 
must Involve the participation of both 1(101 and
 
AID InIts development and must have their appro­
val and endorsement.
 
3. The design must be subject to continuous review by
 
the team and consultants, by 1(101, and by AID In
 
termis of Its efficiency and effectiveness and must
 
be subject to appropriate modification aimed at Its
 
Improvement.
 
A number of planning assumptions have been developed jointly
 
by the writer and KEDI administration and staff. These assumptions
 
which are listed below provide an important basis for the develop­
ment of a design for the analytical case study.
 
1. 	The primary responsibility for the study will
 
be that of an external professional group of team
 
members and consultants.
 
2. 	KEDI administration and staff will have a close
 
and continuous involvement in the study through
 
a variety of cooperative arrangements.
 
3, KEDI, with its constant concern for measurement
 
and appraisal of its efforts, has essential and
 
basic Infornmation at hand that is important to
 
assessment and study by an external agency.
 
A. KEDI shall be responsible to a considerable degree
 
for providing a wide range of information and data
 
required for team and consultant use, analysis, and
 
Interpretation.
 
5. 	Team member, and consultants, In addition to the
 
development of close working relationships with
 
counterpart., in KFOI, shall establiRh similar modes
 
of cooperation with member, of the educatlonal
 
community in Korea.
 
6. 	 Both the tern and consultant% and KEDI adminiutra­
tion and taff %hallwork cooperatively In an it­
mosphere conducive to continuou. Interchanqe and 
feedback. 
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7. 	The project shall be characterized hy peer-type
 
relationships in which colleagues are working co­
operatively for common goals in an atmosphere
 
sensitive to the Korean cultural settinq.
 
8. 	Prior to completion, team reports, ad hoc, interim,
 
and final, shall be reviewed Jointly by the team
 
and KEDI in the Interests of accuracy, applicability,
 
and 	potential usefulness.
 
9. 	The ultimate responsibility for all reports shall be
 
that of the team, the consultants, and the team
 
leader.
 
10. 	 Reports, ad hoc, interim, and final, shall be made
 
available to both KEDI and AID.
 
V. THE ANALYTICAL CASE STUDY DESIGN 
On the basis of the planning assumptions stated earlier and 
1h46rhiib dI-scil Irt o aidstfI a-b io'ns wI tih -KEvIoadi in-

a proposed model has been developed for the analytical case study.
 
The model represents certain modifications In the process used In
 
the United States for the accreditation of higher education hutln­
tutions. The process of accreditation, perhaps unique to the United
 
States, has become well-established and has gained considerable ac­
ceptance as a systematic and valid strategy for evaluating the or­
ganization, programs, and outcomes of colleges and universities.
 
Such a strategy, If applied to the analytical case study of KEDI,
 
does require some modification to fit the purposes and circumstances
 
of the project. However, with relatively few changes, none of serious
 
or significant consequence, the model does meet the planning assump­
tions and at the same time has a high relevance to the task and the
 
purpose to be served.
 
The study model which Is proposed for the analytical case study
 
of KEDI Includes the following procedures:
 
1. The development of an outline for the study which 
will Include all those elements which it Isanticl­
pated should appear In the final team report. A 
preliminary outline for the study, developed at this 
time by the writer In cooperation with KEDI, appears 
In the Appendix. This preliminary outline Is, of 
course, subject to continuing revision as the study 
progresses.
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2. 	The selection of an external team and consultants
 
with the knowledge and skills appropriate and rele­
vant to the Individual tasks and the total task to be
 
accomplished.
 
3. 	The development by Lhe study team and consultants, In
 
cooperation with KEDI, of a systematic study strategy
 
which will include indicators which permit measurement
 
and assessment of KEDI programs; standards or criteria
 
to be utilized; nature and methods of data collection;
 
establishment of counterpart relationships; nature and
 
use of conferences with educators, parents, students,
 
civic leaders, and others; observation of educational
 
programs; analyses to be made and methods of analysis;
 
data interpretation; other relevant tasks; and the
 
development of findings, conclusions, znd recommenda­
tions.
 
4. 	Completion by KEDI of a special report prior to the
 
beginning of team and consultant efforts (KEDI Report)
 
based on the outlir-- of the study. This report, which
 
need not be organized formally in accordance with the
 
outline, may consist of a variety of KEDI documents
 
and reports that are already available and that bear
 
on the elements in the study outline. Included may
 
be appropriate KEDI internal evaluative material%,
 
copies of instructional materials, curricula, teaching­
learning %trategie., and other appropriate material,. 
This KEDI Report shall he updated from time to time 
during the period of the study a% required.
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5. 	Provision of other information by KEDI relating to
 
the origin of KEDI, national education reform plans,
 
historical information, baseline educational statistics,
 
and other information viewed as relevant by the team or
 
by 	KEDI.
 
6. 	Review, study, and analysis of all available arbd per­
tinent data from the KEDI Report, from other KEDI publi­
cations, and from other sources by team members and con­
sultants prior to travel to Korea and on a continuing
 
basis while in Korea.
 
7. 	Team and consultant visits to Korea in order to accom­
plish project tasks including the following:
 
a. 	Establishment of counterpart relationships with
 
KEDI staff and others.
 
b. 	Continued study and review of all applicable
 
data, instructional materials, instructional
 
television and radio programs.
 
c. 	Study and review of management systems, evalua­
tion procedures, innovation udiffusion, long
 
range educational planning, and other strategies.
 
d. 	Observation of educational systems and educa­
tional projects.
 
a. 	Interviews and conferences with ministry per­
sonnel, teacher educatris, teacher! and adminis­
trator, in the school-, -school %upf-rintendents, 
school board memrbers, educational leaders, 
public leaders, %tudents, parents.
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f. 	Study of data on assessment of achievement
 
and educational Improvement.
 
g. 	Collection of additional information and
 
data from KEDI or from other sources as needed
 
for the study.
 
h. 	Analysis of findings and development of conclu­
sions and reconendations.
 
8. 	Provision on a continuing basis for Team/Consultant --

KEDI interchange of ideas and concerns and for a syste­
matic plan of reporting and feedback.
 
9. 	Continuing study and review in the United States of addi­
tional data and documentation by team and consultants
 
during periods between visits to Korea.
 
10. 	 Preparation by team and consultants of ad hoc, interim,
 
and final reports in draft form.
 
11. 	 Review of such reports by KEDI for Identification of
 
factual inaccuracies and inappropriate conclusions or
 
recommendations.
 
12. 	 Completion of reports by team and consultants. The
 
final form and content of all reports is the sole re­
sponsibility of team, consultants, and team leader.
 
13. 	 Delivery of reports to KEDI and AID.
 
14. 	 Preparation, If considered desirable, of a report
 
specifically intended for dissemination internationally
 
of the "KEDI Story."
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VI. THE PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE
 
It is believed that the most effective time schedule and one
 
which will permit the most efficient utilization of team members
 
and consultants can be achieved by relating the entire effort to
 
major operations of KEDI, especially those Involving the Elemen­
tary - Middle School Development Project. At the present time a
 
series of small scale tryouts of certain significant program devel­
opments are underway. Beginning In September, 1975, a series of
 
three comprehensive demonstrations will begin. The last of these
 
comprehensive demonstrations will be completed at the end of
 
February, 1978. Following the review and assessment of the last of
 
the comprehensive demonstrations KEDI and others will face the neces­
sity of arriving at important decisions concerning future efforts for
 
nationwide dissemination of the new and innovative programs that have
 
been developed and tested in the field as well as the assumption of
 
additional educational responsibilities important to the national de­
velopment of Korea and Its people.
 
The calendar for these tryouts and demonstrations is listed below:
 
Small Scale Tryouts 
May 28 - June 23, 1973 Four weeks 
November I - 30, 1973 Four weeks 
October I - November 30, 1974 Eight weeks 
May I - June 30, 1975 Eight weeks 
Comprehen, i e Demon-,t rations 
September 1975 - February 1976 Six r )nth% 
March 19/(', February 1977 Twelve months 
March 1917 - FebruaIry 1978 Twelve anth. 
These tryout. and demon',tration., repre,.a-nt critical p(OInt. in the 
Elementary-Mi ddle 'chbool [)Dveloprient Project. Iich yield., In(ormltion 
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and data which Isused by KEDI InIts study, review, and modifica­
tion of the Instructional system and Instructional materials. Each
 
represents a point. Intime that offers excellent opportunities for
 
assessment and modification of program, program materials, and
 
strategies, The last of the large scale demonstrations Isespecially
 
-crucIa -0a s s tated sInce-It--coes -at-a-tIme-when -"Impo rtant--decIsIons----­
must be made concerning dissemination and the installation of the new 
Instructional systemon a national scale. 
SThus, ItIsproposed that the analytical case study begin Inthe 
summer of 1975 and continue through the summer of 1978. Such a time 
frame will make Itpossible for the team and consultants to begin work 
Inthe summer of 1975, reviewing all past activities of KEDI Including 
the four small scale tryouts. Team and consultant visits In the follow­
* Ing years will also occur In the summer when complete data on each corn­
prehensive demonstration are available for review and study. The final 
team visit and the final team report will come at the critical time 
referred to earlier -- after the completion of the last of the compre­
hansive demonstrations and prior to major decisions relating to future 
activities of KEDI. 
A more detailed description of the small scale tryouts and the
 
comprehensive demonstrations has been Included Inthe Appendix.
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VII. TEAM AND CONSULTANT REPORTS
 
Reports will be classified as ad hoc, Interim, and final.
 
Ad hoc reports will be relatively brief and Informal statements
 
prepared either at the request of KEDI or upon the decision of the 
team/consultants. Such reports will usually deal with specific 
and immediate matters of concern. Interim reports, however, are to 
be completed at the conclusion of each team/consultant visit, will
 
be more comprehensive, and will deal with matters which have been
 
the focus of activity and concern during the visit. In addition,
 
certain other types of formal reports of an Interim nature may be
 
prepared at the request of KEDI for team/consultant views on par­
ticular and specific matters.
 
The final report shall be prepared during the summer of 1978.
 
As Indicated In the design model, this report, as well as others,
 
will be reviewed by KEDI In draft form for appropriate commentary,
 
corrections, and modifications -- all, of course, subject to team
 
acceptance. The final report shall be completed by the team Itself.
 
VIII. THE STUDY TEAM AND THE CONSULTANTS
 
......lri!
~~~ 	 .... ---/i -As -ated Inthe design of the study and the planning 
assumptiohs on which the design was based. It Isproposed that an 
external study team and a number of consultants Intended to supple­
ment and complement ieam efforts have the responsibilIty for under­
taking and completIng the analytical case study of KEDi. The team Is 
to be composed of a group of highly competent professionals whose 
commitment to the case study Isassumed to extend throughout the 
entire period of the project. The consultants, also a group of
 
equally competent professionals, on the other hand will ntrmally
 
undertake short term assignments as their services are deemed In­
portant to the project. In some Instances consultants may serve 
only for a single assignment; Inother cases, consultants my be 
requested to undertake several assignment. during the period of the 
project. 
It Is suggested tiat the tom be composed of seven persons 
five from the United States and two from Korea. Inthe selection of 
the United States members special attention should be given to the 
Identification of Individuals whose competence as a group will Include 
the following: 
1. 	 Curriculum and Instruction (special emphasis on 
elementary and middle schools) 
2. 	 Manageant system (installation and support of 
Instructional processes) 
3. 	Instructional media and technology (emphasis on 
Instructional television and radio) 
A. 	 Educational system "valuation (effectiveness of 
new Instructional and managemint systms) 
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5. Teacher education (in-service and pro-service) 
Korean members of the team should be recognized authorities/leaders In
 
education In Korea and shall be selected upon the recomendation of
 
KEDI 	and with the concurrence of USAID/KOREA.
 
The consultants to the team are Intended, as Indicated, to both
 
supplement and complement team efforts. In some cases consultants will
 
bring new and additional expertise to the project. Inother cases con­
sultants will have competences similar to those already available In the
 
team but needed to complete certain major tasks or to add new dimensions
 
to team thinking. Therefore, It Is suggested that arrangements provide
 
for the appointment of a number of consultants for varying and possibly
 
Intermittent periods of time. Special areas to be considered Include
 
the 	followingi
 
1. 	Instructional materials development
 
2. 	Elementary-middle school development and management
 
3. Curriculum planning and development
 
4, Instructional television and radio
 
5. 	 Subject field expertise: matheuistics, science, 
social science, language, music, arts, and others 
6. 	 Industrial arts - vocational education 
7. 	 Educational planning 
8. 	 finance and cost benefit studies 
SEducational administration
 
10. Innovation diffusion
 
II, Non-formal education
 
12. Evaluation
 
13, Individualized Instruction
 
1. Radio televisIonngineeriA9
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This list of areas of expertise Isonly tentative It Is quits 
likely that not all areas will require special consultants In 
view of the various competences available among team~members.
 
The actual areas for which consultants will be required will be
 
r - determined by the study team and the team leader In cooperatlon " 
with KDI and USAI)/KOREA as the study progresses. It Is planned 
to utilize personnel from the United States, Korea and possibly 
other nations Inconsultant roles. 
As stated at several points Inthis report the selection of 
both team members and consultants shall be done Incooperation with 
KEDI and AID/Korea and with concurrence on all Individuals selected. 
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IX. TEAM AN OSLATSCHEDULE INKOREA 
Inaccordance with the project time schedule a series of
 
team and consultant visits to Korea will be planned for the
 
". summars-of-1975, 1976t_1977,.and-- 1978o---The.schedule wlI Ibe " 
planned in cooperation with KEDI to assure a systematic study 
program Involving team, consultants, and KEDI staff counter­
parts. 
At the present time It Isplanned that each team member 
will spend 15 working days (athree week period) in Korea during 
each of the four summers. Inaddition, It Isestimated that on 
the average three special consultants from the United States, or 
other countries, and additional Korean consultants will be needed 
during each period. Consultants from outside Korea will normally 
spend 10 working days (atwo week period) on each assignment to
 
Korea. The total number of working days for Korean team members
 
and Korean consultants annually Isestimated at 40 man days.
 
In the Interests of the highest possible level of efficiency
 
team members and consultants will be provided with the KEDI Report
 
as well as a variety of other documentation and publications prior
 
to coming to Korea so that each Individual will be fully briefed
 
and will be able to b-;m productive work almost Immediately after
 
arrival In Korea. In fact, It Isplanned that all team members will 
recelva pert'nent materials and information throughout the entire
 
period of the study so that there can he a constant updating of all
 
project participantso
 
Inorder to place the least amount of strain on KEDI resources
 
Insofar as counterpart activities are concerned, the visits of the
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team and consultants will normally be spread over a six-week perlud
 
so that at any one time there will usually beea maximum of four or
 
five visiting team and consultants resident at KEDi from outside
 
Korea. A possible exception may be the first summer when Initial
 
-briefIngsof-the- team and--consu tants-wliIIbe heId.-on-arrIval I .n
 
Korea,. Inany case such a variation will be determined Inconsulta­
tion with KEDI.
 
Obviously, such a schedule can at this time be termed only
 
tentative. Needs that develop during the course'of the study may
 
cause variations Inmanpower requirements. For example, fewer
 
consultants may be needed during one summer period and a larger
 
number during a later summer period. Such differences in staff
 
needs will be negotiated with KEDI Inorder to assure continued and
 
uninterrupted KEDI operation.
 
Summer has been designated as the best possible time for team
 
and consultant visits since generally Itwill be possible for the
 
project to enlist top quality staff who might find It Impossible to
 
be away from their professional responsiblittles during the academic
 
year. Further, it Is quite likely that the selection of the summer
 
period for visits to Korea will also make possible the enlistment of
 
top quality Korean team members and consultants for a similar reason.
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X. PROPOSED BUDGET
 
The budgetary requirements for the analytical case study relate
 
directly to thenumber of team members and consultants, working days,
 
* ....
ysfor which per diem Isapplicable, and the number of team/consultant
 
visits to Korea4 
An estimate has been made of the cost for a single year of the
 
project to Include: (I)one team/consultant visit to Korea,
 
(2)nineteen working days Including travel by each of four United
 
States team members, (3)twenty-five working days Including travel by
 
team leader, (1)appropriate per diem payments, (5)travel costs,
 
(6)daily stipends at the rate of $130 per working day, (7)a per
 
diem rate of $38 per day InSeoul, (8)a total of 40 man-days of
 
work by Korean team members and consultants at a variable dally
 
stipend, (9)translators, (10) other costs to Include supplies,
 
equipment, communicatlons, travel, secretarial services, etc.
 
According to this estimate, which Isshown on the following pages,
 
the cost for a single summer, exclusive of overhead IsSIl,720.
 
In recognition of the need for continued project activity
 
during the Intervals between the summer team/consultant activities,
 
an estimate has been made of costs involved inassuring continuity
 
of effort. Costs will cover continued tem and consultant activity
 
related to review, study, and analysis oi apdated Information by
 
team leader and toam/consiultants, posslblr4 consultation and/or
 
meetings, possible travel by teim leadar to Washington and Korea,
 
and translation of Korean reports and other documents, The cost for
 
each of the three Intervals between summer project activity Isestil­
mated at 9,460 exclusive of overhead.
 
Ifthe proposed Plan Isacceptable, the total cost of the
 
entire analytical case study will be $ 223,260 Including a very
 
modest overhead charge. Although the overhead charge Is extremely
 
small and below normal overhead charges, It Is anticipated that
 
..ne-og tit-nIs a-n--re-s u-!t.in*-th-o--a-po,alr-6-1'-f-th-e Mnimum-amoht-Ilsted- .. .. 
In the budget. The overhead cost assures constant oversight of the
 
project by University personnel throughout the entire contract period.
 
Services provided by the contractor under such an arrangement are
 
normally considerable and Include continuous management and planning,
 
evaluation of progress, modification of procedures as deemed Important
 
to attainment of project goals, the provision of specialized expertise
 
as needed from Institutional resources, careful disbursement of funds,
 
and meticulous record keeping.
 
The following assumptions form the basis for the determination
 
of the project budget.
 
I. Team/consultant effort In Korea
 
Group visits of team and consultants to Korea
 
will occur Inthe summers of 1975, 1976, 1977,
1978.
 
* 	Team will consist of team leader and four United
 
States mebaers plus at least two Korean membert.
 
* 	Consultants from the United States and other
 
countries will normally be three In number each
 
year with additional consultants from Korea.
 
a 	Team leader will have 25 working days In Korea
 
Including four days travel time and 31 days per
 
diem Including weekends.
 
0 	Teem membrs will have 19 working days In Korea
 
Including four days travel time and 25 days per
 
diem Including weekends.
 
• Consultants will have 14 working days In Korea
 
Including four days travel time and 18 days per
 
diem i cluding weekends,
 
-~ '25, 
,,Korean 
 team members and consultants will accumulate
 
a total of 30 man-days,
 
Noa 	 The above figures for working days and days
 
per diem refer to each of the four summer
 
periods. 
--- ,Ta/osltante-ffort-.In-te-UnIted~States------­
*Team leader will be responsible for continued efforts 
relating to project during Intervals between concen­
trated summer activities of team and consultants.
 
* Team and consultants will be expected to study, review,
 
and analyze updated Information relating to KEDI during

Intervals between summer activities.
 
0 Consultation Involving tear leader/team members/con­
sultants may be required during Intervals between summer
 
activities.
 
Certain circumstances may require team Ider visits to
 
Korea and Washington during Intervals between summer
 
activities.
 
* Need for translation of Korean reports and documents
 
may occur, 
3. Estimated cost Items for each summer 
6 	Intornational travel from United States to Korea 
and return, estimated at $1.'00 per Individual 
-	 Eie.t tem members/consultints 
. $ 3,600 
# Daily stipends for team nemabers/consultants
 
at $130 per day
 
143 working days 	 18,590
 
• Per dim payments for team meers/consultants
 
at $38 per day
 
185 days per dim 	 7,030 
V,. Korean team/consultants at variable rates
 
40 	man-days 

_-2,500
 
* 	 Korean translators at variable rates -- ,50
 
catlons,' travel, secretarial services, etc,) ' 1,50 
" 4, 
Total, per summer 
Estimated cos't Items for each of the three 
Intervals-between summer activities 
$e,2 
Tea lede stipends 
Team/consultant stipends, 
United States travel 
______ 
20000 
3,000 
10000 
SInternational travel 1-700 
Per diem payments 760 
Korean translators 
- Total per Interval -
-1-
- -$ 
0000 
9,1460 
Based on the5 preeding Inomto n costW~ *wIems the~ total 
budget for the analytical case study of KEDI Isestimated as follows: 
U 
-. 
-
Summper Project (1975) 
Interval (1975-1970') 
Summer Project (1976) 
Interval (1976-1977) 
Summer Project (1977) 
Interval (1977-1978) 
Summer Project (1978) 
$ 44,72o 
9o1460 
44,720 
9,1460 
44,720 
9,1460 
(" ' 
-
Total $207,260 
ii7 
Overhead 
Grand Total 
16,000 
$223t260 -
iT
 
XI. THE CONTRtACT, 
t Issuggested that thecontractualarrangments for the
 
1:'.A contract wh-ic'h Is$expected to spn.a eriod~i!::::
 
.. se....er .....yel .rsw uldappear to have greater : >: ::
 
anaytical cetractor, esp iay anwt 
r es ablished unversity,
 
ratherwiththannumbero on
v a sfferent fInd alv­
duls expected to serveastem members oriod
 
2 Chabilt n te emberohp orIn onsultant­
arrangements which might become necessary over 
a period of time would have less adverse effect 
on the continuity and effective performance of 
contractual agreements when the major responsi­
bility rests on a university rather than on a
 
number of Individual contractors.
 
3. A university with Its large and diverse faculty 
with competences relevant to the task to be under­
taken offers greater potential Interms of the 
resources needed. Further, In a university setting, 
ItIsquite likely that many additional resources 
will be provided outside the contractual requirements 
~ I3niterm~s of support inprojc plnnng review 
t~yii%:i#4t~vt~imodification, and evaluation, .3 <33. < 
'ff4.tY prese~nt and anticipated contractual arrange-~V4~Kf4Pc''~'''344.4VThe 
< 44~i3;'3ents' with the writer willir f desired by KEDI7'and t2t4 
AIbe assured through specific contract require­
33 ~ .. for KEW0 and AID,,concurrence Inthe selection of.. ­
team members and consultants. 

With the University of Pittsburgh as the United
 
States base o contract operations 'and with a
 
t$'3 '43 4 
part of 'the team and possibly consultants
 
from Pittsburgh or the general eastern region of
 
3.large 

the United States, there would be a real Increase
 
~44' both efficiency and economy of the operation
.In 

resulting from the general proximity of team members
 
4444 and consultants, from the ease of day-to-day connuni­
44 , .cation, and from the relatively low cost of travel
 
to team/consultant meetings Inthe United States as
 
deemed Important to the project. 
6.The University of Pittsburgh with which the writer
 
has long been affiliated as an administrator and
 
faculty member, would appear to be the most logical
 
, choice as the contractor. The University has a national
 
and International reputation for excellence. Infact,
 
It Is a member of the American Association of Universities,
 
a prestigious organization of only SO Institutions to
 
which membership Isby Invitation only.
 
7. 
wt-:JP~«9kv< 
~ ~ ~-
#6 -~--->-~-
'4~'V'4> ---
4>';'4 ' 
-
-~-8 
44,4 
.Also ofimporanae~Np~ ~N Is the extens9ive oxporience~--' 
of0the University ~In Internationali education 
aciiisand IfnInternationl consultin~g~ 4-44;4 -­ {-4: 
services throughout the world. Infact* since 'A 
1968 there has been a continuing roleationship 
-2-ioi-iiho-fU,4iverityt-1oe through-facul ty-7-4-, 
-< 
-
exchangewthroughgraduata student educational > 44 
programs, and through cooperative research ac 
tiviles.-
Such a contractual arrangement with the University 
ot Pittsburgh has the full concurrence and support -
ofrEDI 
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iiii~ 
" 
~ hi:; d thenetative ourieIs ndocu sedprimaril ones co~tent ; ; ;: 
tosrteisUsdt u n aolm,oln r ae pannn, 
( ldt ucms h sfti:aayial pro hwil Itaaak~I pa"eas ofed fial rota othe ahtciason ,ual-a, 
.rens.rHowever Is I po ta rnto oinK outn thte e pretoer 
wil s emr bta as mere docuatment . Aas as estdy, 
whhKEDI sa eontbi ge to proe duca no nto 
all syte, but als douettatcnsreasagiet 
KED an cotnigefr oIpoeadcto nKraadt 
i! 
,a. 
, 
: 
an a 
aIaa 
a a 
btereveopedl notdeoyIn atieord ofvolvedhintor missio 
reform. 
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B. Purpose of the study
 
C. Nature of the task
 
_______D. Methodol ogy used
 
11. Background--Korea
 
A. Developmental patterns In Korea
 
I. FEnomica
 
2. Social
 
3. Political
 
4. Implications for education
 
B. Education In Korea
 
I. HIstorical review
 
2. Basic principles
 
3. The educational system
 
4. Development at various levels 
a. Primary
 
b. NIddle
 
c. Secondary
 
d. Higher
 
a. Teacher educatIon
 
f. Non-formal education
 
5. Research and development 
6. Long range educational planning 
7. aJor problems In education 
Ill. Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI))
 
A. Origin
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8. Nate and Purposes-
C S-tructure. governsnce., fin-ncil support 
. Responsibilities 
E. Staff develodment 
, Oevelopmental problems 
IV. The Major Rolps 9f KEDI 
A. Elementry-Middle School Deveopent Project 
. Research and long range educational planning 
C. Special program development 
V. The Elementary-Middle School Development Project 
A. Origin of the project 
1. Purposes 
2. Involvement and role of KEDI 
3. Outcomes to be achieved 
B. The project plan-elements, processes, outcomes 
1. Educatioal goal development 
2. Curriculum planning
 
3, instructional-learning systems
 
l.Management system 
- instructional-learning materials development 
~.Instructional television and radio 
7. Pro-service and in-service teacher education 
s. ystem evaluation 
-9. 
 Diffusion for nationwide Impleame ntation 
C. MdmInIstrattionand finance 
I. Organization and staffing 
-

,•33' 
2s KEIfWeya plan (1973-1978) 
4. FInances-current status and problems 
2. Universities and collages
 
5. The publlc
 
I. Analytical review of progress
 
1. Framework of E-N Project 
2. C-H Project as a development process
 
3. Outcoes In field tryouts and demsitrations 
4. The new system
 
a. Goals 
b. Input requrments 
c, Process
 
d. Expected outcomes 
s. Analysis
 
f. Cost-effectiveness 
5. Installation of Innovations 
6. Continuing problems and concerns 
Vl. Research and Long Range Planning 
A. General role of KIDI in research and planning 
I. Specific projects 
I. Research on national long-range euscatlonal plan 
2# 	Preparetlon of national five yer educational plan 
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relatedC. iResdarchto E-M project 
1. 	Variables related t!-Innovation and diffusion
 
2.0 	 Problems of teacher education 
3. Educational goal development 
1e. Educational media research
 
5Educat onsI pol Ic- s ar h 
0. Processes and outcomes--an analytical review 
E. Problems and concerns
 
Vii. Specli! Program Development
 
A. 	 The role of KEDI In special program development 
8. 	 Program areas 
1. 	 High School of Air and Correspondence 
2. 	 Non-formal education for community development 
3. 	In-service teacher education
 
4. 	 Career education 
5. 	 Pro-school broadcast programs 
6. 	 Population education (with UN) 
7. 	 Instructional television and radio production 
8. 	Industrial arts-vocational education 
9. 	 National assessment of student achievement 
C. 	Processes end outcomes--an analytical review 
0. 	 Contributions of projects to educational reform 
I, Problems and concerns 
VII, Summary of report 
IX. 	 KDI--The Future 
A. New and challenging tasks
 
.. Strategies and alternat',ves
 
C. 	Continuing role of leadership 
X. 	 Imp ications of KI Experience for Educational Innovation 
In Other Nations 
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APPENDIX 8
 
TRYOUT AND DEMONSTRATION OF NEW INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM
 
FrtTryout
 
- May 28--June 23, 1973 (four weeks)
 
-' . Two schools and 12 classes
 
- Mathematics and science at grade 
i4vels 3 and 5 
. Feasibility test of new instructional system and Itx applicability
 
to lower grades Inelementary school
 
Second Tryout
 
. November 1--30, 1973 (four weeks)
 
• Three schools and 21 classes
 
. Mathematics, Korean language, and moral education at grade level 2
 
*
Appl icability of new Instructional system to variety of subject
 
fields Inelementary school
 
Third Tryout 
. October I--November 30, 1974 (eight weeks) 
. Two schools and 10 classes 
# Eight subject matter fields at grade level 3 
. Efficiency of new Instructional system inech subject matter 
field
 
*
Optimum amount of Instructional materials Including ITV programing
 
fourth Tryout 
.May I--June 30, 1975 (eight weeks) 
. TW schools 
. Eight subject matter fields at grade 5 
. Additional testing of new Instructional syttem 
36 
First Comprehensive Demonstration 
. September 1975--February 1976 (6 months) 
. All subject matter fields (eight) at grade levels 3 and 5 
..Thirteen elementary schools (located in the r" covered by 
TCOM Transmitting station)
 
Second Comprehensive Demonstration 
March 1976--February 1977 (12 months) 
* All subject mtter fields at grade levels 2 and 6 
*Thirty elementary schools (located In the ar"a covered by TCON) 
plus a smallI number of others 
Thid CmprheniveDemnsration
 
.March 1977--February 1978 (12 months) 
0All subject matter fields of elementary school grades 1-6 and 
six subject mtter fields of middle school grades 7--9 
. Thirty elementary schools and 15 middle schools
 
Notes In addition to the "experimental schools" listed above as 
participating In the comprehensive dmonstratlons, a number of 
additional schoos will ale participate on a voluntary basis as 
"cooperating schools*" 
Ceonmmt! of now Instrutional system to be demonstrated 
. Learning-lnst-ictional materials 
, Teacher guides 
. Student work books 
. Instructional television and radio programs 
. Diagnostic, formative, and summative tests
 
4 
Intutoa No 
 syte
 
*General model
 
Specific models designed for subject matter fields and
 
grade levels
 
*New management system to Introduce and demnonstrate experimentally
 
the following changes
 
. Different class organlzat,on
 
- Management of Instructional units on basis of grade level
 
rather than class
 
SNew scheduling Involving ITV and IR
 
Inputs specifically required
 
* Television receivers for class use
 
* Teacher guides
 
• Student work books
 
* Various tests
 
4>" 
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APPENDIX C
 
BACKGROUND INFORHATION FOR TEAM AND CONSU~LTANTS~
 
_____Education try oL
 
*T iiof the Republic of Korea and publIshed InSeoul,
 
IneartyAE ----------­
* Korea, 1974e.
 
-System Analysis for Educational Cha ne. Edited by Robert M. Morgan
iii-ito1 I  B. Chadwrik M publ ished by Florida State 
University In Tallahassee, Florida, 1971. 
ProJect Evaluation Guidelines (Third Edition). Prepared by the
 
rstf the Us$. Agency for International Development
 
and published InWashington, D.C., 1974.
 
Use of eveloment Indicators. Prepared by the staff of the U.S.
 
Agecy or International Development and published In
 
Washington, D.C., 1974.
 
The following publications have been prepared and published by the 
Korean Educational Development Institute.
 
An Evaluation Plan for the KEDI Educational System (mimo), date
 
not specfT. 
New Instructional System: S R of the First Small-Scale
 
Try-out, 1973. 
An Aof i. Instructional Model: SumIary Report of the
°-• ---; - -T i '
 
-rohure of 1973
 
Brochure of EB01. 19714
 
-AnnualReport of K101 1972-1974. 197.
 
Teacher's Guide for Population Education InSocial Studies of Grades
 
Curriculum Develo ent for Po 1atigp Education: Social Studies
 
Intrnaionl
M tig o KoeanEducational Develo mnt ProlacL
 
Brochure of KID dAjgtiol Iroadostlo System, 19714
 
_ 1 UCurn SPUK I 
-- 
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An Expe:-imental Research on the Effects of Inquiry Teachin 
(English
I (Englis

' Abstract), 1977 

fo Explanatory Study of the Key Variable for 
the Diffusion of
 
Educational 
Innovation (English Abstractlt,1973
 
A Study on the New rommunity Education Activities (English Abstract),
(n7-lis
 
APPENDIX D:::~~~ 
~~ ywTAM/CONULeANT RECMMEhNDATIONS ~ 
4' +. +'" + + ,! + + + , ; %" •. - + ; . -4.'.++++++ 
, ' A Panel of Individuals Elible,for. Service as Team 
Mnbers and/or consultants 
.The Individuals listed here*comprise an eligibility list from ____5 
r ' which will be selected both teem members and consultants$ All 
- on the list have been approved by KEDI and have been submitted 
to USAID/KOREA for review. Additional names may be added with 
the concurrence of both KEDI and USAID/KOA. 
Individuals have been classified In those categories Identified 
as essential In the report. For most Individuals relevant 
.. additional known areas of specialization and competence have 
also been listed. Specific categories recommended In the report 
are: 
/ 1. Curriculum and Instruction 
1. Manoaeent Systems 
111. Educational Media and Technology 
V IV. Educational Systems Evaluation 
V. Techer Education 
Inadditiont there are tw added cateoories: 
Vi. General (Inreconition of the need for 
Individuals with a wide range of eiiperience 
and capabilities and judged to be highly competent 
to appraise the total program and Its oper­
ations) 
VII. Team Members/Consultants from Korea 
4/1 
Biogeaphical summaries are avillabie for all peruons listed. 
*Ingeneral those Individuals listed for possible roles as team 
Yj, 
xv 
- members are also eligible for appointment as consultants, 
Before actual appointment of any Individual to aposftion as 
either a team member or a consultant, a final clearance will 
-2~-be-requested-from- both-KEI -and -USAI 0/KOREA-i----­
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Iu CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
 
TEAM MEMSEJR 
.~ ADDED SPECIALIZATIONS, 
Inivdalze-nstruction. 
h "ofMEdu n aodl irL entt systeMSUn rs t i ,~o-,ugh .Systems evalus tion 
D_.A6f6 ;ouf~iTeacher -*ducat ton, 
Division of Teacher Preparation " Education for disadvantaged 
School of Education . Management systems 
Dr. Martin abermann, Professor Teacher educatlon-

Department of Curriculum and Instruction Education for disadvantaged 
CONSULTANT
 
Dr. Betty Schant$ Assistot Dean . Teacher education 
Col of Educaton, . Management systems
Temple University . Inservice teacher education 
Dr. Paul slby, Professor . Teacher education 
Colleg of Education . in-service teacher educationUniveresIty of VPs wu
totsr--ih 

Pennsylvania State University

School of Educat ion
Dr. William Engbrets.'n, President .Teacher educationUnlvarslty of Hesconsrl--onves itGovernors State University .Education for disadvantaged 
Dr. Leo Klopfer, Professor . Science education
School of Education . individualixed Instruction
 
University of Pittsburgh
 
Dr. Katherine Atmen, Director .Social science educationTeacher Corps Project .Affective educationSchool of Education 
University of Pittsburgh 
Dr. Shirley Hill0 Professor . Mathematics educationSchool of Education University of Mi1ssouri--Kansas City 
Dr. Aolland Paulstono Professor .Non-formal educationSchool of Education .Educational policy studiesUniversity of Pittsburgh . Evaluation 
Dr. Karl Openshaw, Dean .Teacher education 
School of Education .Management systems
University of Colorado
 
S n . 'n.~.-,rIate P a Ad I tEve 

O ' 2 O ' ''4 " J L n 

...
 
..... Dr Ch 15 n, ctol rI'ot Giora soni|r 1 latldifon
 
.... -of r roI" Educaet Iont Teac;.EducaUniverity of Pittsburgh in asyteo veun o 
Un lirIty'of ittsburgh 
C SA N
MrP ul Meric ADDED SPECIALIZATIONSSce educationcnlg 
-Mr--Orgame-a gon IatesInI ro n- -­AV.1ica- n 

~ongtna Maryland..

Arentintnarln
Dr. CPaleWason, Aosct 
-Ponnevrt dAminst
sion
Gagnel Isteahr
: D:r. Ror , Prsiden ucationasytm
Dr. HrbrtBoae Pressorn * tehr ucationalsmof Eaeeducation
'4 Soter oord SaeCollege LerigtoySuhrCooaoSaeCollege
ofes 

.Lerigtoy education 

le
Dr. Pam lct la diTechoo . Educati ems elt
II 1, [O11. ATINAGEENTA AYSTEMSOLG
eatrnin oeseaion111. D MDU MENAC t . Snience ieda tri ATINA SYSTEMSOLG
 
TEM 
 ADDED SPECIALIZATIONS
 
Or.eClifgton Cr.dwigc 
ho . Eddcatiol sstems
 
~ ~Uiest InternationalCetea nd CDeopetn'dcto . Eatolyesevaluation
Intrnauil ad fo 
 Edcto Innoation dis ions
vluto 
Univroit nentoalEautoEdcenterior 

University of Pittsburgh
 
Dr William F.nGrady, Professor 	 Educational systems evaluation 
School of Education
 
Temple University 
' L -	 ' -NS4 
: 	 Dr. David Crossman, Professor - Management systems 
School of Education . Instructional design 
University of,Plttsbrgi-
CONSULTANT
 
Dr. Anthony Arabia, Assistant Professor Instructional design
 
School of Nursing . 
University of Pittsburgh 
Dr. Louis Berry, Visiting Assoc. Prof. Intructional design
School of Education 
University of Pittsburgh 
Mr. Floyd Mallot, Engineer 	 . Television engineering 
Teleprompter Corporation
 
Dr. Wilbur Schram 	 . Educational televislon 
East-Vest Center 	 . Educational radio 
IV. EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS EVALUATION
 
/TEAM 	 ADDED SPECIALIZATIONS
 
ncJj,_~,da~ Professor . Individualized Instruction 
School of Educto,A .Matheatics, education 
University of Pittsburgh . Maagment systems
.Mastery learning 
Or. Richard Co, Professor . Educational and psychological 
School of Education testing 
University of Pittsburgh 
Dr. Jack . Birch, Professor Educational and psychological
School of Education testing
University of Pittsburgh .Special education 
HIMl schools 
Dr. Hector Correa Assoc, Professor .Educational planning
Schools of Education, Public Health, * Costlbane? it studies 
and Public and International Affairs - Population
University of Pittsburgh 
Dr. David Krathwohl, Dean -Affective education 
School of Education , Educational and psychological
Syracuse University 	 testin
 
-instiructional design 
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Dr. James Kelly

(See 

Dr.vDasidatwothl 

(See IV) 

Dr. Jack Birch 

(See IV) 

r. JihifSIngletonProfussor 
School of Education and Depart-

men: of Anthropology
University of Pittsburgh 

Dr. Fred Bryan, 

Dr. Ruth Wong n
Director
 
Institute of Education
 
University of Singapore (affiliation) 

Dr. Amnuay Tapngkaeo Director 
-
Regionalinsttute for Higher
Education Development

Singapore
 
Dr. B.0. Ukeje, Provost 
Alvan I Koku College of Education 
wreNira
 
Niei 
Dr. Robert Keller, Professor 
School of Education
Professor EmneritusUnvriyoMnest
 
School of Education
 
University of Pittsburgh Dr. Frank Kiassen, Associate Director
 
American Association of Colleges for T.Ed 
VII. TEAM MEMBERS/CONSULTANTS FROM KOREA 
Dr. Chung o Mo, Dean 
College of Education
 
Seoul National University
 
Dr. Kim Chong Chul, Professor 
School of Education 
Seoul National University 
Dr. Kim Ran Soo, DeanGraduate School of Education 
Yonsel University
 
Mr. Kim Pang Chul 
Professor and Director of Planning Office 
Ewho Women's University 
M.Oh Syung Moon, Dean 
Chung Nem University
 
Mir. Lee Churl e, DeanSeoul Junior Teachers College 
Dr. Yoo InJong
Professor of Education 
Korea University 
45 
Dr. Richard Spann roeso Cs effective studies 
Drexel University
 
V. TEACHER EDUCATION
 
v/EAMl ADDED SPECIALIZATIONS
 
or Dr. Paul H.Hasoner, Dean Emeritus . Evaluation 
Soo . International education 
University of Pittsburgh . in-service teacher education 
CONSULTANT
 
Dr. William Engbretson
(See I) 
(se i1):q  -
Dr. Karl Openshaw
 
(See 1)
 
Ms. Lilian Nuhlmnn, Professor (on leave). ln-service teacher education 
Higher Institute of Teaching . Educational planning
Santa Fe, Argentina . Instructional systems 
Dr. Ellis Whites en .Educational planning
Schol of Education * Management systems

University of North Florida
 
Dr. Sam Wiggins, Dean . Curriculum and instruction 
School of Education . Educational planning
Cleveland State University 
Dr. Jams Kelly Jr., Dean . Educational planningSchool of Education . Eucation of disadvantaged
University of Pittsburgh . Maagemnt system 
Vi.IGNEIML 
CONSULTANTS 
Dr. Paul Watson Or. Donald Adam, Chairmn 
(See II) Division of Educational Studies 
School of Educatlon 
Dr. Ellis White University of Pittsburgh

(SeeV) 
Dr. S.Li Kong, Director 
Dr. Sm Wiggins School of Eduction (See V) Chinese University of Hong Kong 
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F 4 -i Note:Additional naes will be added to panel and will Include not only adginistration and faculty fro, universities and 
collages but wil also Include school superintendentis prin­
cipals of elementary, middle# and secondary schools, both 
pubic and- priva.. -te;-minlItry-oftIclal,;-other*ducatlIonal-1 
-­
and civic leaders; and news media representative.. 
